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were ready to take advantage of any discontents. The Bill was opposed
on this ground, and on that of the unfairness of destroying a trade which
had been deliberately fostered for forty years. The 'regulation will raise
great disaffection to the present Government,' said Pulteney, 'and may
produce such riots and tumults as may endanger our present establish-
ment, or at least cannot be quelled without spilling... blood ... and
putting an end to the liberties of the people'.36 The loss to the revenue
was estimated at £70,000.
The Act could not be enforced. It did at first check the consumption
of spirits, but these were sold illicitly, at first secretly, then openly;
riots broke out, informers were hunted down and murdered, and the
law became a dead letter. In seven years only three £50 licences were
taken out, but the quantity of spirits sold progressively increased and
reached its maximum of over 8,000,000 gallons in I743-37
The perjuries of informers were ... so flagrant and common, that the
people thought all informations malicious, or at least, thinking themselves
oppressed by the law, they looked upon every man that promoted its execu-
tion as their enemy, and therefore now began to declare war against informers,
many of whom they treated with great cruelty and some they murdered in the
streets. By their obstinacy they at last wearied the magistrates, and by their
violence they intimidated those who might be inclined to make discoveries,
so that the law... has been now [1743] for some years totally disused, nor
has any man been found willing to engage in a task at once odious as endless,
or to punish offences which every day multiplied, and on which the whole
body of the common people, a body very formidable when united, was
universally engaged.38
The Government and the magistrates had been defeated by the mob.
The Act had made things worse by making the trade wholly illicit and
therefore more disreputable than ever. The Act of 1743 w38 a reversal
of the policy of 1736. Its object and that of subsequent Acts was to
suppress the gin-shop as such, to make the sale public, and as far as
possible respectable, and to increase the price of spirits. Annual spirit
Hcences costing aos. were to be granted only to those who had an
alehouse licence and distillers were forbidden to retail The virtual
prohibition of 1736 was given up, after a seven years' experience of its
consequences, but the change of policy was denounced as a concession
to gin. In the words of Sir Charles Hanbury Williams:

